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The Future of Location
Analytics: Q&A with Tapan
Patel and Murali Nori of SAS
Nicole D’Angelo
1. Organizations are already collecting vast amounts of data
from a myriad of sources. Why should they add location data to
the analytical mix?

Tapan Patel
Principal Product
Marketing Manager, SAS

The most common uses of analytics and reporting are based on
business data. Location information doesn’t get much attention.
But all business has to happen somewhere. The Internet of Things
has created connected cars, connected people, and analytics at
the edge, and this technology is making business rethink some use
cases. Location will be an important aspect for these kinds of things.
Driverless cars, Uber, drones—all are evolving, and real technologies
and business models are being built around them. These all rely on
location as an important facet, thus making location an important
aspect of business analysis and business data that organizations
need to pay more attention to.
2. What business issues have you seen being solved by using
location analytics?

Some are covered above. Add to that, business scenarios
where location is a primary factor, such as property insurance
Murali Nori
companies trying to determine the price of insurance based
Senior Product
on location, healthcare organizations trying to understand the
Manager, SAS
types of services needed based on the demographic data of a
city or location, or new transportation companies, like Uber and Lyft, analyzing and
understanding the use of their services.
3. What are some challenges organizations might face as they begin implementing
processes and technology for analyzing location data?
Location information has specific requirements that are needed to add it to business
intelligence or data visualization applications. For example, to represent a bank on a
geographic map, you need latitude and longitude information. To represent a region like a
zip code, county, state, or sales territory, you will need shape files that are used to draw the
boundaries on a map.
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Organizations need to plan to implement software tools that can be used to geocode a
location to obtain latitude and longitude information and to create the shape files necessary
to draw the shapes on maps. Getting the correct tools is the first step to creating and
using location information in an organization. Going beyond the collection, creation and
visualization of the location information on maps, the greater value is in using this for analysis.
4. How can organizations overcome these challenges?
To get the best use of location analytics, organizations need to have a good software
application that brings together business data, location-based GIS data, and analytics in
a seamless and easy-to-use way. Another important step to overcoming these challenges
and realizing the benefit of location analytics is to invest in cultural change and training.
An informed and trained workforce will overcome the challenges of adopting location
analytics. One good approach is to start with business use cases that are useful to the
company and can be used to drive decisions.
5. Are special skill sets required to leverage location information?
The skills required for using location analytics vary depending on the role of a person
in the organization. Business managers and executives who are receiving and using the
information may require less training. Those who are creating reports, dashboards or special
analytics may need knowledge of analytics and an understanding of the capabilities of
the application. For advanced GIS users and the creators of GIS maps, more skills in that
direction are necessary.
6. In all areas of analytics, data cannot give the organization a competitive advantage
unless you have a well-developed strategy for how you’re going to use that data. How
can organizations best develop a strategy for using location data?
Organizations using location data need to collect, access, and prepare data, and updates
will depend on what type of use case they are trying to solve, expected outcomes, and
the cost and effort necessary. At a basic level, the organization will already have access
to the geographic definitions (e.g., geo-tagged social-media data and latitude/longitude
to customer addresses) of the entities they are trying to analyze, and they will need to
augment it with third-party external data sources like weather data, crime statistics, or
consumer spending, and then integrate these different datasets.
For additional value, organizations should consider collecting location data over time to
understand the movement of entities (e.g., customers and assets) and array of new sources
(e.g., GPS, NFC and Beacons). In many cases, consumers are voluntarily offering locationaware data through their mobile devices, which provides much more contextual depth. The
speed, scale, and complexity of these types of location data puts a lot of demands on data
management technology, information architecture and available skill sets. Finally, location
data may often include personally identifiable information, and organizations must keep in
mind privacy and data protection regulations.
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7. How do organizations identify the right use cases for location analytics?
Location analytics is applicable to all types of organizations in different industries and, in
fact, it is also relevant to all functional units within an organization. Hence, organizations
need to focus on projects or use cases that fulfill high-priority requirements and deliver
the highest returns. Keep in mind data preparation challenges, availability of skills and
competencies, and data privacy, security and ethics issues. Organizations can take
advantage of location analytics to drive use cases in the following (sample) categories:
•

Grow business with proper site or channel selection: Expand your market footprint,
capture the next generation of customers, and identify where future growth is going to
come from by quickly finding and qualifying all potential new locations or online channels.

•

Improve customer experience or targeted marketing: Combine geospatial location, ease of
access, context, and proximity to make relevant marketing offers or improve experiences.
This enables marketers to proactively meet customer needs.

•

Improve public services and government planning: Whether it is responding to
emergency situations, alleviating traffic congestion, offering social or public services to
needy families, or improving law enforcement, local, state, and federal entities are prime
candidates for location analytics.

•

Optimize business processes by adding and analyzing the “where” dimension: Adding
the location context of assets—manufacturing, assembling, logistics, distribution and
servicing—helps optimize businesses process and adds value for organizations.

8. How can organizations ensure that they’re using the right visual discovery tool to
gather insights from location analytics?
Once again, organizations should take into consideration their use cases, types of users
and their skills, types of analyses being performed, level of customization desired, and
current analytics maturity level. Select the right visual-discovery and self-service analytics tools
to meet the needs of the following types of roles to realize the value of location analytics:
•

Business analysts who will benefit (not just) from easy access to traditional insights, but
also from quickly and visually identifying opportunities or risks from the “where” dimension
offered by location data, to augment their reports and explorations. For example, how
can they recognize customer segments to pursue? How many customers live within a
given distance of a specific store, and how long does it take them to drive to it?

•

Front-line staff and business users will benefit by adding location context as they
receive interactive insights and can take action as part of their operational tasks.
Similarly, line-of-business executives, in relevant use cases, can better track and
understand business performance using location-specific context.

•

Data scientists can explore location data and use it as one of several variables for creating
predictive models. Whether it is to optimally place future sites, understand why
customers behave differently in different locations, or effectively predict customers’ future
needs, location data can improve the yield from predictive models for organizations.
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9. How will the use of location analytics transform common approaches to business
intelligence, analytics, or big data? How does location analytics add value to your
business intelligence and analytics initiatives?
At present, location analytics is primarily being used in a traditional manner—to analyze
data in an interactive geo-map through reports, dashboards, or explorations. But it needs
to go further. With new scenarios supported by digitalization, mobility, and IoT, locationdependent decision-making offers a lot more potential for organizations of all stripes. They
need to go beyond just reporting items, events, or performance across locations. More
value can be derived if location data can be correlated with historical behavior or if location
data is used as a continuous variable in your analyses to predict future outcomes. For
example, realize the impact of drive time and drive distance on highlights or trends you are
trying to explore, determine optimal locations (e.g., of stores, facilities, or service centers)
based on demographics and available resources, or combine location data with analytical
techniques (e.g., clustering) to better segment customers in a more useful and relevant
manner. Location analytics adds the “where” element to the traditional set of business
intelligence and analytics questions, and allows for new insights that you might have
missed or not thought of.
10. What industries benefit most from location analytics?
All industries benefit from location analytics because business always happens somewhere!
Products and services are sold somewhere, though some industries are affected more by
the product and services they sell in certain areas. Insurance for the same size house will
be different based on its location, even in the same state. The probability of hurricane
damage to a house on a beach is more than a house that is inland. In the utility industry, for
example, Google Fiber efforts to estimate the cost of services in a location depends on the
density of people and the technically oriented population in that area. In the transportation
industry where Uber plays, pricing and profitability depends on the availability of drivers
and the propensity of people to use Uber in a certain location.
11. What are the security and privacy concerns about location information?
Security is an important point to consider and it varies for each company and business use case.
In the case of connected people using data from smartphones, smart watches, and fitness
tracking devices that track location and time of day for daily activities, location information
should be very secure. If hacked, this can be a serious personal security concern. On the
other hand, data that is summarized at higher levels—for example, on the zip code, state,
or country level—may not be very sensitive from a security point of view because no
individual is exposed.
The retail industry uses the concept of geo-fencing to send promotions to customers when
they are within a specific store location. They detect your location from your phone and
send promotions via that phone. This is an example of an area that is evolving, and not
many security guidelines or enforcements are in place.
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12. How does location intelligence benefit from IoT and advance new business use cases?
IoT and drones will play an interesting role in enhancing location-based analytics in the
future. IoT devices come in different sizes and capabilities, and are assigned to an endpoint
like a person, machine or device. Because most of these tend to collect data from a specific
location they become valuable data sources. More important is the volume of data that IoT
devices send out.
Consider a smartphone as an example of an IoT device. Look at the data sent by an exercise
app from a smartphone as someone runs. At the end of the run, the app provides the route
of the trail on a map as well as other stats like time, calories burned, distance, and speed.
The app can summarize the data to provide stats for a week or month.
An IoT device deployed in a car can track the route, speed, and driving habits of the driver.
This provides information on the daily commute of a driver and time spent in car, allowing
appropriate products to be promoted. Driving habits like braking and acceleration enable
warranty analysts to estimate wear and tear on the car. Insurance companies can use the
data to determine the right insurance rate for an individual. 
Tapan Patel is Principal Product Marketing Manager at SAS. With more than 15 years in the
enterprise software market, he leads global marketing efforts at SAS for Business Intelligence,
Predictive Analytics, and In-memory Analytics. More specifically, he leads go-to-market
initiatives for Visual Analytics and Visual Statistics product lines.

Murali Nori is Senior Product Manager at SAS. He has worked in Business Intelligence (BI)
technologies for 14 years. Murali is very passionate about BI and believes in how it can
transform big and small businesses from chaos to smarter organizations. He enjoys his
role and the opportunity to work with customers, sales organizations, and R&D to build
the product roadmap and influence product direction that can solve customer problems.
Murali’s focus is on SAS® Visual Analytics, location analytics, mobile BI and big data analysis.
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Improving Patient Care and
the Bottom Line with Location
Analytics
by Murali Nori
Better health care at lower costs, for everyone – how do health care providers get there?
Understanding the gaps in patient care, patient needs, and the geographic distribution of
the patient population are important elements to consider when making decisions about
improving the quality of care and reducing its costs.
To effectively analyze gaps in patient care, the data needs to be in a single place or system.
However, in many organizations, data is spread across a myriad of spreadsheets and
database systems. Data not organized for visual exploration and coherent analysis isn’t
useful for decision making. Hence the need for visually appealing and scalable analytical
tools to help organizations be more efficient, effective and economically successful.
Visualizing patient data geographically is the first step to understanding gaps in patient
care. We can use analytics to understand the likelihood of different diseases in different
locations based on historical data, demographic data and lifestyle trends. Analytics can
also help organizations understand the gaps between the needs of the population and
the services available in its location. Providers and administrators can forecast trends in the
cost and quality of care and understand differences across populations. Visualizing these
data points makes it easy for users with different skills and backgrounds to understand and
grasp the data.
In today’s world, people constantly move across different regions, states or countries for
social and economic opportunities. Health care providers need to have tools to understand
the changes in the population mix and to predict the trends more quickly compared to a
few months, a few years, or a decade back. Using location-based analytics, one can visualize
the changes in population composition and health to understand their needs.
One example is diabetes care. According to the American Diabetes Association, almost 29
million Americans have diabetes and 86 million have pre-diabetes. Nearly $322 billion is
spent on treating their diabetes and pre-diabetes, and for every $5 spent on health care, $1
goes toward diabetes treatment. (See Figure 1.) These data points lead to many questions,
like the following:
•

Where are the most people with diabetes located?

•

Are there adequate medical facilities there?
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•

In each location, how many people actively participate in diabetes education and
management?

•

In each location, what is the mix of population with Type 1 and Type 2 diabetes?

•

With demographic data and lifestyle data combined, what else can we learn from analysis?

•

Are different ages affected by diabetes in different parts of the country?

Figure 1: Diabetes Costs from the American Diabetes Association
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Some of these questions can be answered using location information that is mapped for
data visualization. In Figure 2, from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),
you can see the US trends in obesity over time and its relation to the increase in diabetes
among its population.
Adding location context to the analysis can provide better analysis of the problem and can
lead to diagnosis and management of diabetes at an early stage, which can significantly
reduce the overall cost for diabetes care. Better care in the early stages of diabetes
can reduce the chances of the disease progressing, including more serious medical
complications like dialysis and amputation.

Figure 2: Diabetes Trends in US Adults from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

The real value of gathering location information comes from analyzing it in combination
with business or operational data. Analyzing location information in combination with
business information, demographic information, and social media information provides a
more complete picture. Reports from SAS® Visual Analytics are shown in Figures 3 and 4.
In Figure 3, the prevalence of diabetes over time can be visualized at the county level in
the US. We can also use population data, income, incidents, etc., to get a complete picture.
Using the drop-down control on the top left, we can select different states to see the data
for any given state or county. In this example, the seamless interactions between the map
and the business data is critical to realizing the value of the location data.
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Figure 3: The Number of Men and Women with Diabetes by County in the US

Figure 4: Obesity Visualized Using a Geo Map

When a hospital chain plans to provide diabetes-related services, they can determine the
likely number of patients in and around the location, as well as the types of services needed
for different severities of the disease. This helps them size the staff and facility accordingly,
which helps eliminate unwanted fixed and variable costs. They can filter or drill down to a
county, zip code, city or town level that works for their scenario. Hospitals can understand
the trends in the location so they can plan for the future as well.
Understanding the lifestyle behaviors in a given area, trends by age, and demographics is
important in the treatment of diabetes. The next step is using location data combined with
self-service analytics like regression, forecasting and clustering.
Figures 5 illustrates how data can be analyzed using distance variables, like drive-bydistance and drive-by-time analytics. In this case, the location information is visualized on
the map, and clustering analysis is performed using the data points selected on the map.
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Figure 5 Using travel time and travel distance to identify area of interest

The polygon on the map illustrates the drive time (for example, 10 minutes) from a specific
location selected on the map.
All the data points within the polygon are used by the cluster analysis and visualized in the
charts beside the map. It helps to group the data points to understand both the patterns
and relationships. These types of analyses can help providers understand the optimal type,
size and location of a health care facility, the services to offer, and the specialty staffing that
will be required. These factors, in addition to others, will determine the quality of care and
patient satisfaction at a given cost for a health care provider.
Today, location information is also obtained from wearable devices like exercise trackers,
smartphones and smart watches. Many applications have been developed to track a
person’s activity and exercise patterns. The location information from these devices can
be added to overall demographic data to help health care providers advise patients and
improve the quality of care.
Location analysis helps business analysts and managers understand what happens and
where it happens. Combined with analytics, location information becomes a powerful asset
in decision-making. 
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Location Analytics Use Case:
Connected Vehicles
by Murali Nori
In a world of connected vehicles, using location information can shape existing business
models and create new ones. Let’s look at a few emerging business trends. First, consider
how ride sharing (with the emergence of companies like Uber and Lyft) has reshaped the
taxi market space globally. Second, think of how cars and trucks can record and transmit
data to understand driving behavior and vehicle conditions. This provides information
about the state of the vehicle in context to its location and can be used to analyze and
support location-based interactions as well as predictive maintenance.
Analysts predict there will be more than 380 million connected vehicles on our roads by 2021.
This opens exciting opportunities for the global automotive industry, prompting automakers
to consider options for future success. However, traditional approaches to data management
and analytics might not be sufficient to create and sustain value in this new, connected world.
Figure 1 illustrates different scenarios for how location data can play an important role in
business opportunities.

Connected vehicles - location plays an important role

Ride sharing

Warranty
analysis
Route
optimization

Usage-based
insurance

Driverless cars

Figure 1: Examples of how connected vehicles can use streaming location information.
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Ride Sharing
In the case of ride sharing, providing the location of passengers waiting for taxis and the
taxis that are available on maps is a good first step. Understanding where and when more
people tend to need the services, and where they most likely will be going, helps reduce
the time required to respond to a ride request. This provides better service to customers
and leads to a more profitable and successful business. Location analytics plays a big role in
the functioning and success of ride-sharing services.
Taxi companies and other ride-sharing ventures need location data for all points of interest,
including tourist destinations, businesses and house addresses. Based on the latitude and
longitude of waiting passengers, taxi drivers can find the most optimal route for pick up
and drop off. Passengers looking for a taxi need the ability to see where the available taxis
are, as well as details like the type of vehicle, the taxi number and how long it will take for
the taxi to arrive.
Company analysts need to optimize the routes for different traffic conditions, for the best
value to customers and for their own profitability. Drive-time analysis plays a big role in
this optimization.

Connected Transportation
In the transportation industry, route analytics plays an important role for truck drivers
and trucking companies. Delivering goods to customers in the shortest amount of time,
and most economically, continues to be the most important goal. Access to granular and
accurate location data is the foundational element required to support this objective.
Location information of a truck can be combined with weather data to plan the best
routes and understand wear and tear on a vehicle. In addition, combining location data
with weather, altitude and other environmental factors results in a better understanding
of sensor data patterns. And this data can be correlated with warranty claims to help plan
and manage warranty and maintenance costs. Understanding location and operating
conditions makes it possible to identify potential root causes of quality issues and to predict
failures before they occur. With SAS Visual Analytics, you can analyze the path of a truck on a
specified route along with altitude, speed, engine temperature and RPMs. (See Figure 2.)
As the size of a truck increases, the cost of the truck increases and a breakdown becomes
more expensive for the owner. A more analytical approach ties a vehicle’s wear and tear
with the location and weather to help better plan maintenance of the trucks.
Location information can also be combined with operational systems to better plan the
delivery of goods. For example, knowing how many customers are in a specific area can
help optimize delivery routes. Looking at the trends among the customers for the types
of popular goods improves inventory planning so inventory can be located closer to
consumer demand. Evaluating the net customer value can also help plan the level of service
appropriate for a given area.
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Figure 2: A truck’s trip analysis, including altitude, speed and engine temperature, from SAS® Visual Analytics.

Driverless Cars
In the near future, driverless cars will be on the roads, changing the way people and goods
are moved. The entire car industry of the future will depend on location analytics playing a
critical role in the development of new business models.
The emergence of smart devices, with high-performance processing capabilities and
increased memory at lower costs, has had a significant impact on development of driverless
cars. One component of the data is location of the vehicle. At any given point, location, time
and speed becomes important to plan and guide the car. The instrumentation of vehicles
creates the opportunity to collect real-time data, enabling real-time scenario analysis, which
reduces the time required to make decisions.
Location information becomes a very important asset in the future business models of ride
sharing, optimized delivery of consumer goods using autonomous drones, and driverless
cars. For these business models, evolving the use of location-based data is an essential
piece of this new connected vehicle world. 
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Enhancing Your BI Systems
with Location Analytics: The
SAS® Vision
Location data has long been a big portion of business data, although it is rarely used
to analyze business metrics. Not many business analysts have taken advantage of
incorporating location data into their analytical workflows. Traditionally, location data has
been used solely for mapping and GIS purposes.
Most analytical workflows are focused on business data. Organizations try to glean insights
from business data by using analytical algorithms to predict trends. In many cases, these
analytical workflows and business intelligence (BI) systems are silos and are not integrated.
Typical BI reports and dashboards contribute to one part of business insights. Advanced
analytics, like forecasting and predictive analytics, add a second layer and produce deeper
insights. A third dimension can be added to business insights by using location information
and augmenting location data with demographic and lifestyle data to better understand
everything from consumer purchasing patterns and habits to trends in health care issues
like diabetes.
At SAS, we see location analytics as not just putting points on a map. Rather, it’s part of
a much larger picture of using location context for analysis in graphs, tables and visual
analytics. Presenting the results of predictive analytics along with location data on maps
provides easy-to-understand visualizations and helps everyone better understand their
business because most people find maps very easy to comprehend.
Here is one example of how location data can be used to drive downstream analysis. Imagine
you’re looking at sales data for different products, like shoes, childrens’ clothes and toys.
Analysts can place the data on geographic maps to see where customers are located. They
can produce geographic clusters of customers, find out where the most profitable customers
reside, and create reports in BI systems that contain sales, profits and other metrics. And,
analysts are able to select an area on a geo-map and use the data points to perform further
analysis in their BI systems. The ability to use geo-maps to produce ad-hoc visualizations and
analysis helps business managers identify customer patterns and drill into more details of
the business.
Now let’s look at a different situation—how to use analytics to create location-based
visualizations. Business managers always want to know projections for the next quarter, the
next six months and the next year so they can plan their resources and adjust expectations
accordingly. SAS enables you to do predictive analysis, like forecasting of sales, and then
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use the forecasted results as visualizations on maps. This allows business managers to
see and compare current data and predicted projections for the future. By using location
information on maps, business managers can clearly see how customer clusters are
changing over time and better plan distribution and logistics.
At SAS, we see location analytics as an extension of BI. We like the idea of using location
data for mapping and driving downstream analysis, as well as using analytics and location
information to drive mapping visualizations. Location analytics provides yet another way for
business users to dig into data and get a visual understanding of information to realize the
ultimate goal of making better business decisions. 
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Location and Insight in the
Age of the Internet of Things
by Helen Thompson
Gartner once again put the Internet of Things (IoT) at the top of its
annual hype cycle, meaning that Gartner believes that the IoT is at
the peak of inflated expectations. As a result, naysayers have drawn
their knives of negativity and are predicting the demise of the IoT
due to a lack of a killer app for both businesses and consumers.

Helen Thompson,
Director of Commercial
Marketing, Esri

I believe this misses the point. The IoT isn’t about a thing; it’s about
all things on the Internet. If the IoT truly is about only one thing, then
that thing is the opportunity that is to be gained by data – real-time
data streams in particular.

Look at all the IoT siblings that are on the hype cycle: autonomous
vehicles, connected homes, wearables, advanced analytics, and machine learning. All of
these involve billions of objects equipped with sensors that continually throw off data. But
there is no value from the IoT without the ability to make practical use of the data that is
continually created. Geographic data adds perspective and identifies relationships between
data points that otherwise appear unrelated and unrelatable.
Mark Bonchek, Harvard’s first doctoral recipient on the topic of social media way back
in 1997, explored an interesting concept in the Harvard Business Review in May 2013:
little data. Big data is the information that is collected about many people. Little data is
information we know about an individual.
Both big data and little data can be enhanced with location information. Geographic
relationships can now be parametrized so that we can easily ask questions that help us gain
real knowledge about customers as consumers and their habits and needs.

Where: The Forgotten ‘W’
But how do we pinpoint that individual or smaller community to provide context to the
ocean of big data? Geography can provide a where to the who, what, why, and when that
we already have collected.
This is easier than it may seem. Every 21st century dataset and transaction contains location
information – a customer address, the store location of a purchase, counts of riders on mass
transit as they embark and disembark on their journeys.
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Think about a shopping list. A few years ago, I had to scan the weekly ads to find the
best prices for my shopping trip. Today, by opting in to a store’s loyalty program, I am
provided offers each week based on purchases I’ve made previously. The store knows
that I frequently buy apples and carrots, so it provides me with a digital coupon for these
products. This is little data.
The store also can sift through the purchasing habits of others who shop at the same
location as I do and also purchase apples and carrots. Maybe the store discovers that a
majority of these people also purchase mangoes, and offers me a coupon to buy mangoes,
too. This is big data.
Thanks to sensors, the store can use algorithms to predict how many additional mangoes
might be purchased from this promotion and stocks the shelves accordingly. This is insight
from big data and little data viewed through a geographic context.

Providing Context by Connecting Data with Geography
A store can apply a geographic context inside the store during a customer’s path to
purchase to drive improvements in customer experience and engagement. It’s possible that
soon we not only will receive coupons for what the store expects us to buy, but also will
receive reminders as we shop in the produce aisle. Perhaps we will be given an alternative
to apples, together with a list of locally sourced ingredients that are on sale and a recipe for
a meal. Not only do we save money, we have a better experience too.
With knowledge of suppliers that is maintained throughout the supply chain all the way to
the store, the grocer can substitute ingredients that might be at risk of spoiling soon (those
apples are starting to get a little soft) or a higher-value alternative (mangoes) that improves
profitability over my regularly purchased apple.
Providing a geographic context to data changes how organizations see and use the data. It
also helps organizations gain better insight. Geographic context can be provided through
location information that is as simple as a farm name, an address, a GPS coordinate, the
owner or supplier name in a manifest, or the number of the vehicle collecting the produce.
Systems with geographic context that feed analytics enable enterprises to join data
between disparate systems. The little data approach to these datasets – understanding the
where in all data – enables an understanding of the entire supply chain in context.

Solutions via Sensor
Today, sensors are capable of monitoring purchases of farm fresh vegetables and
comparing customer preference by supplier and farm. Potential out-of-stocks can be
identified, and comparable products can be sourced to respond to market dynamics.
Operations can be streamlined and customer buying habits and actions systematized
through machine-to-machine and data-to-data learning.
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When unexpected events occur, like a supply chain interruption or food contamination,
the same geographic context can be applied to minimize impact. Sensors on refrigerated
trucks or cold storage facilities can identify failures that could lead to human health risks.
Location-specific analysis and big/little data logic, enhanced with geographic context and
connections, can optimize the response and mitigate future issues.
Geographic context can help organizations identify all stores where a potentially
contaminated product is sold, and other potential contaminations associated with the
supplier or source location also can be analyzed. Local health data can be sourced straight
from community agencies so past outbreaks or clusters can be identified. Applying
geographic context supercharges the value and benefit of data from sensor streams, static
stores, and enterprise systems. 
Helen Thompson is Director of Commercial Marketing at Esri. Over the past 20 years, Helen
has applied her entrepreneurial and technological passion to create a better future through
geographically relevant decision making. Geographic context is central to some of society’s
biggest opportunities and challenges, including climate change, risk reduction, driverless cars,
3D technology, and global interconnections. Helen is a recognized thought leader, keynote
speaker, and expert on spatial theory and location platforms, using her knowledge to advance
the understanding and use of spatial technology in business and society.
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The Value of In-House
Alliances in Adopting
Location Analytics
by Michael Goldberg
Here’s what Cirque du Soleil knows about its typical ticket buyers in North America: They are
between 35 to 55 years old. They live in households that earn more than $100,000 per year.
Just over half (52 percent) are female. And most of them won’t drive more than 60 minutes
to see a show.
That last data point is a critical one, said Axel Bedikyan, director of marketing intelligence
and planning at Cirque du Soleil. The company sold 15 million tickets in 2012, but there is a
big opportunity to grow: only 20 percent of North American consumers have seen a Cirque
spectacle, in spite of broad market awareness. Bedikyan said his company needs to be
smarter about making performances accessible to those prospective customers.
Bedikyan was one of several speakers at the Esri Business Summit, held in July in San Diego.
There, executives discussed the challenges involved in implementing location analytics.
The biggest issue cited by Bedikyan, as well as by executives from retailers like Starbucks
and Petco, was winning acceptance across their organizations for what analytics can do.
This effort requires communicating with IT and business leaders about the need to think
differently about the data they collect and analyze for decision-making, like where to hold a
performance or where to build a new store.
For analytics champions inside an enterprise, “The magic does come when you find a BI
or IT counterpart,” said Mark Smith, CEO and chief research officer at Ventana Research,
during one of the sessions. It’s not enough for one business group to be a service center for
another, Smith said, suggesting that such an arrangement would inhibit adoption. A proofof-concept project to justify the ROI of analytics is a good tactic to win support, he added.

Getting Others to Join the Analytics Circus
At Cirque du Soleil, Bedikyan said he has sought to build alliances with marketers in the
different units of the global company. For example, he showed his colleagues data that
correlated the three locations of recent performances in the Dallas metropolitan area
with the drive times to the particular venues. The analysis showed that a 2011 show at Dr.
Pepper Arena earned better results than a 2007 show at Fair Park and a 2012 performance
at 500 Memorial Drive. The results matched demographic data that showed the Dr. Pepper
location was a shorter drive for Cirque du Soleil’s typically affluent audience, he said.
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This kind of finding “provides a new hypothesis that we can go and test” in other locations,
Bedikyan said.
Bedikyan said the goal of such projects is to breed analytics champions within different
business units, especially among marketing professionals, and he cited four factors to
successfully working with marketers:
1. Engage creatively with people who can become ambassadors in the business units.
2. Understand drivers and barriers for them to using analytics. There were people who
might be interested in adopting analytics but hesitated. “As we went along, we came up
with ways to help them use it,” Bedikyan said.
3. Start small. He suggested concentrating on one or two markets at first. Brainstorm with
colleagues working there, and then spread ideas based on their experiences to other executives.
4. Get the analytics team staffed right to support the spread of analytics capabilities.
“Quality is more important than quantity,” he said, adding that he had hired a person
who has expertise in both marketing and geographic systems for his team based at
headquarters in Montreal.
Bedikyan said his campaign would continue. “We are just starting our journey. Three years ago,
we were blind. Today we are location aware,” he said. “We’re making this information enterprisewide, if anyone from marketing or [other] executives wants to, they can pull up an update.”

At Starbucks, BI Mixes with Location Analytics
Patrick O’Hagan, a demographer at Starbucks Coffee who leads an analytics team, has taken
a similar collaboration path but through a different door. O’Hagan has formed alliances
with colleagues in the BI department, and the resulting work using Esri’s ArcGIS mapping
software has spread “map intelligence” to functions including real estate, construction,
facilities and design. Business needs have driven adoption of the tools, he said.
“I had a partner in IT, but we never got prioritized,” said O’Hagan, strategy manager,
portfolio strategy and market planning at Starbucks. “It took me working with a flexible
person in the BI team” to make progress, he said. They started with small projects and
showed the results to others. And by working closely with BI professionals, it enables the
practice of using location analytics to grow because colleagues will see fresh opportunities
to use the tools.
“You have to mesh GIS with all the analytics as a company,” he added.
Participants at the conference said having strong internal partnerships is ideal for
effective adoption of analytics, and the lack of such partnerships can stall efforts to build
momentum.
Shawn Hanna, the director of financial analysis and analytical services at Petco, the pet
supplies retailer, uses location analytics in store site selections—the company was featured
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in a 2010 case study using the technology—and to analyze merchandise sales by market
locations. Hanna said that his analytics organization, based in the finance department at
Petco, was working with colleagues in marketing and the company’s website to raise the
profile of location analytics.
“You can show where the flea and tick [product category] is doing well this time of year,” he
said, while adding that his team is still working to build strong partnerships.
Smith, of Ventana Research, said that there remains an organizational inertia at many
enterprises when it comes to fields like location analytics.
“If you look at a broader context, organizations have a conventional wisdom approach that
says ‘We’ve always done it that way. Dashboards and reports make them prettier and it will
be fine.’ But it won’t be. Those are slower, and less satisfying to customers,” Smith said. “We
have to continue to demonstrate there’s a better way of doing these things.” 
Michael Goldberg is an independent journalist, writer, and editor focusing on business
management and technology topics, including big data analytics.
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How Spatial Analysis Leads
to Insight
by Linda Beale and Andy Mitchell
Spatial analysis is a process that starts by asking a question. Getting the question right is
the key to working out what tools to use and what analysis to employ toward deriving a
meaningful answer. Being able to better understand your data should help you to make
appropriate decisions about your analysis –and anticipate how your choices will affect
the results.
The web is now a source of vast amounts of data, and spatial analysis offers the means by
which this data becomes valuable. As the value of analysis and spatial data gains adoption,
methods and models for how to use analysis are becoming more widely available. Academics,
professionals, communities, and individuals are all sharing their analytical techniques. These
spatial data analysis practices cut across many disciplines. The applications are endless, and
embracing a multidisciplinary approach to spatial analysis can bring significant rewards.
Geographic information system (GIS) analysis helps you to make informed decisions, but
it doesn’t make the decisions for you. Doing that requires your expertise. For example, you
learn that multiscale web maps can require analysis to be done at multiple scales since, for
many aggregated datasets, the results are only relevant for the scale at which the analysis is
performed. You’ll also need to learn to interpret results carefully – you should have an idea
of the expected results and carefully check the analysis if the conclusions differ significantly.
As more communities see the power that analyzing their data with location brings, GIS
technology is being pushed to new levels. Data from disparate sources is being combined,
and new information is revealing new patterns and insights. Even the concept of geographic
space is undergoing a challenge, as we map data using both physical and social geographies.
Web maps bring spatial data and the notion of spatial analysis to everyone. The idea that
location matters is no longer just the geographer’s doctrine; its value has been widely
recognized and embraced. Geography matters.

How is Spatial Analysis Used?
Ask questions, derive answers
Spatial analysis is used by people around the world to derive new information and make
informed decisions. The organizations that use spatial analysis in their work are wideranging—local and state governments, national agencies, businesses of all stripes, utility
companies, colleges and universities, NGOs—the list goes on. Here are just a few examples.
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Transportation: The Portland Bureau of Transportation uses spatial analysis to reveal the
pattern of accidents and their relationship to traffic corridors.

Water quality: NOAA developed an analysis methodology that uses land cover as an
indicator of water quality.

Public health: This series of maps shows mosquito hotspots week by week. The information
helps East Flagler Mosquito Control District in Florida target its suppression efforts.
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Urban planning: Kenton County, Kentucky, uses spatial analysis to map walkability in
various communities and to identify gaps in sidewalk connectivity.

Conservation: WWF mapped extreme weather events, rainfall, and drought in Brazil over
three decades. The trends and patterns help identify areas for future conservation projects.

Agriculture: This app from World Resources Institute lets government agencies and private
companies find sites that are suitable for sustainable palm oil production in Indonesia.
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Spatial Data and Spatial Analysis
Most data and measurements can be associated with locations and, therefore, can be placed
on the map. Using spatial data you know both what is present and where it is. The real
world can be represented as discrete data, stored by its exact geographic location (called
“feature data”), or continuous data represented by regular grids (called “raster data”). Of
course, the nature of what you’re analyzing influences how it is best represented. The natural
environment (elevation, temperature, precipitation) is often represented using raster grids;
whereas, the built environment (roads, buildings) and administrative data (countries, census
areas) tend to be represented as vector data. Further information that describes what is at
each location can be attached; these are often referred to as “attributes.”
In GIS each dataset is managed
as a layer and can be graphically
combined using analytical
operators. By combining layers
using operators and displays, GIS
enables you to work with these
layers to explore questions and
find answers.
In addition to locational and
attribute information, spatial data
inherently contains geometric
and topological properties.
Geometric properties include
position and measurements, such
as length, direction, area, and
volume. Topological properties
represent spatial relationships
such as connectivity, inclusion,
and adjacency. Using these spatial
properties, you can ask even more
types of questions of your data
and gain new insights. 

The idea of stacking layers containing different kinds
of data and comparing them to each other based on
where things are located is the foundational concept of
spatial analysis. The layers are interlocking in the sense
that they are all locked to true geographic space. (Image
courtesy of NOAA).

Excerpted from The ArcGIS Book: 10 Big Ideas about Applying Geography to Your World,
Christian Harder, Editor. Copyright 2015 Esri. Reprinted with permission.
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Prescriptive Analytics
Project Delivering Big
Dividends at UPS
by Thomas H. Davenport
I recently attended the 2016 INFORMS Conference on Business
Analytics and Operations Research in Orlando. INFORMS, the
Institute for Operations Research and the Management Sciences,
has historically had an Operations Research – that is, optimization
of logistics and resources – focus, but the organization is slowly
branching out into other areas of analytics.
A hallmark of this annual conference is the awarding of the Franz
Edelman Award, which recognizes excellence in Operations Research
Thomas Davenport
and analytics in the public and private sectors that changes the
involved organizations. I suspect that most readers have never heard
of either Franz Edelman (who headed Operations Research at the no-longer-with-us RCA
Corporation) or the award, but the Operations Research community takes it very seriously.
I am somewhat marginal to the Operations Research gang – I view it as just another type of
analytics. But the winners often set a great example for the rest of the world.
That’s particularly true this year, when the winner was logistics and parcel delivery company UPS
for its ORION project. ORION, an acronym that stands for On-Road Integrated Optimization and
Navigation, is perhaps the largest commercial analytics project ever undertaken. It required well
over a decade to build and roll out, and more than $250 million of investment by UPS. At its
peak, over 700 UPSers were working on change management and rollout of the system. So
the company clearly went all in on this project.
Because they won the award, you might guess that the company is receiving something in
return for its investment and indeed it is. How about savings (in driver productivity and fuel
economy) of between $300 and $400 million a year? How about 100 million fewer miles
driven and a resulting cut in carbon emissions of 100,000 metric tons a year? You don’t see
those levels of benefits from an analytics project very often, and these have been confirmed
through intensive measurement and reported to Wall Street analysts.
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What does ORION do? It’s basically prescriptive analytics for UPS’s 55,000 drivers in the United
States (the international rollouts will come soon). Instead of following the same route every
day, ORION analyzes the packages to be delivered that day and determines an optimal routing
for the “package cars.” The drivers are told where to go next by their handheld computers.
You also may be wondering why ORION was so expensive and took so long to roll out. There
are two fundamental reasons: maps and change management. The optimization algorithm
itself was difficult to develop, but that aspect of the work paled in comparison to the other
two components. UPS had to develop its own maps to ensure that the drivers would be
directed to the right place every time and to the correct location for package drop-off or
pickup. No commercially available maps could do that for the 250 million different locations
to which UPS delivers.
Secondly, imagine that you have to communicate and inculcate a new way of performing
a core daily task to 55,000 workers. UPS devoted six days of training and support to each
of the drivers. To their credit, most of the drivers wanted to know how the system worked
before they would give up their time-honored routes, and so considerable effort was
devoted to turning the “black box” algorithm into a “glass box.” Most of the drivers were
enthusiastic about the new approach once they had experienced it.
Jack Levis, the company’s Senior Director of Process Management who also leads the
Operations Research and Advanced Analytics groups, led the ORION project and cites six
factors as the reasons for ORION’s success:
•

Education. Education about the system took place at every level, from the CEO to drivers.

•

Communication of the vision. Lots of effort went into explaining how the system
would work and how it would add value.

•

Support from the top. As an indication of this, UPS’s CEO, David Abney, a former driver
himself, was present at the INFORMS conference and testified to ORION’s value.

•

Quick wins. ORION really involved a series of smaller projects, each of which
brought benefits.

•

Training and certification. These were a major component of the staffing and expense
of the project, but absolutely necessary.

•

Measurement. The project maintained a dashboard down to the local district level
about how the rollout was proceeding and the benefits achieved from adoption.

Of course, it didn’t hurt that UPS has a long history of measurement and improvement
through industrial engineering. Many companies would have had to change their cultures
in this direction before taking on a project like ORION, but UPS already had it.
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And the benefits from ORION are only just the beginning of what UPS can realize. There
is, of course, the global rollout of these tools. And to maintain a level of simplicity for
drivers, ORION only optimizes routes at the beginning of the workday. More sophisticated
programs down the road could re-optimize during the day, take traffic patterns into
account, and even get one driver to exchange packages with another during their routes.
There aren’t many companies that have made bets on analytics to this degree. When I
first began writing about them a decade ago, I referred to such companies as “analytical
competitors.” When you invest in analytics at the level of hundreds of millions of dollars –
and more importantly, deliver value at multiples of that sum – it’s safe to assume that you
are competing in analytics. 
Tom Davenport, the author of several best-selling management books on analytics and big
data, is the President’s Distinguished Professor of Information Technology and Management
at Babson College, a Fellow of the MIT Initiative on the Digital Economy, co-founder of the
International Institute for Analytics, and an independent senior adviser to Deloitte Analytics.
He also is a member of the Data Informed Board of Advisers.
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Pokémon GO and Monetizing
the Massive Value of
Geolocation Data
by Anshu Prasad and Arpita Ghosal

Anshu Prasad

Arpita Ghosal

Our abilities to collect and utilize geolocation
data are evolving rapidly. Put simply, geolocation
adds the “where” to the Internet of Things. Vast
amounts of data are being generated from
billions of location-aware sensors and Internetenabled devices, including smartphones and
tablets. This flood of new data, particularly
when combined with other forms of big data,
provides valuable information that can be
intelligently mined to deduce patterns and
uncover new insights.

This immense potential is driving the development of new location-enabled products and
services to enhance customer experiences and create new business opportunities.
Geolocation-enabled tools are just a part of an emerging ecosystem of advanced analytics
tools. Fascinating new use cases are emerging regularly, catalyzing business innovation and
prompting the development of new ways to monetize the value they generate. However,
there are striking gaps between leaders and laggards in their ability to capture this value.
Traditional companies operating on corporate timelines are typically unable to manage the
pace of change required, let alone exploit or monetize it to maximum advantage.

Pokémon GO
Nowhere is this more evident than in the recent Pokémon GO phenomenon. This GPSpowered smartphone game uses augmented reality to blend the real and the digital
worlds and tasks players to locate creatures and treasures as they navigate their physical
neighborhoods. Perhaps because of its massive popularity and unprecedented adoption
rate – within the first week of launch, Pokémon GO had more daily users than Twitter and
received more tweets than Brexit – the business world has been slow to appreciate its
monetization value.
One key aspect to appreciate is the network effect as ecosystem players beyond Niantic
(the game developer) and Nintendo (the company with ownership rights to the characters)
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capture value from Pokémon GO’s runaway success. Of course, Niantic is earning revenues
from in-app purchases and Nintendo from licensing and collaboration fees. To underscore
the excitement the game has generated, Nintendo reported that $7.5 billion had been
added to its market capitalization within a few days of the game’s launch.
But it’s important to remember that Apple and Google also are generating revenues from
their in-app marketing and sales as users continue to play the game. Retail locations, bars,
and restaurants are trying to partner with Niantic to become “real-life locations” in the
game and drive customer traffic to their businesses. There are also indirect effects being
reported, with some players calling the game a disguised fitness app and claiming to lose
as much as five pounds per week from the additional walking. Add to this the potential for
game developers such as Niantic to open up new revenue streams through sales of their
aggregated geolocation data to third parties interested in personalized marketing, and
value creation possibilities expand considerably across the broader ecosystem.
Apple’s in-app sales model provides another example to appreciate the interdependence
and reciprocity that benefits both Apple and broader ecosystem participants. In-app sales drive
revenues for partners by providing access to Apple’s loyal customer base and a consistent
user experience. In turn, Apple benefits from ecosystem partners providing its users a unique
and ever expanding assortment of books, games, music, media, and storage services.
Companies looking to capture value from geolocation data should consider these examples
and look for data sources and monetization opportunities beyond those that directly benefit
their enterprise. These may range from indoor and outdoor precision marketing solutions
to location-based initiatives in the healthcare domain. Automotive sensor data can help
manufacturers accelerate product design, improve vehicle performance, and enhance driver
safety. Their dealer networks can use this same data to better target customers needing
preventive maintenance or other services to enhance retention and build customer loyalty.
Whether we consider the geolocation data alone or its combination with supplemental data,
the potential for companies to use this data to better engage customers is virtually limitless.

Geolocation Data Challenges
However, as with most rapidly growing technologies, and big data more broadly, effective
use of geolocation data requires managing several risks and consistent challenges – namely
capturing, cleansing, integrating, and storing huge volumes of complex data. Though the
technology to capture and store vast amounts of data has grown rapidly over the past few
years, ensuring data quality, especially in a real-time environment, remains a key challenge.
Most organizations also need to develop the advanced data science capabilities required to
analyze, visualize, and use geolocation insights. They also often struggle with how best to
embed these insights into their strategic and operations decision-making processes.
Using geolocation data also poses some specific additional challenges. Privacy and security
concerns associated with the capture, storage, and use of location data are concerns for
companies, regulators, and users alike. Incidents already have been reported in which
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criminals have used geolocation data to lure victims to unsecure locations. Regulators and
advocacy organizations have cautioned parents against allowing children to play games
such as Pokémon GO unsupervised. Others have highlighted the extensive access and right
of use to geolocation and other data that users sometimes unwittingly give app developers
such as Niantic when accepting broad user-permission agreements as a condition to accessing
the app. And corporate IT departments fight an unending battle to limit exposure of their
networks to data theft and other cybercrime by restricting employees from using corporate
credentials to log in to apps and social platforms.
Much like the technology landscape, perspectives on who should be held accountable for
protecting the privacy and security of geolocation data are rapidly evolving. When data is
aggregated from multiple third-party sources, ultimate accountability for security and data
privacy becomes harder to determine. Companies must understand who owns the source
data and whether users have provided affirmative opt-in authorization for its use. It’s also
important to understand where direct consent may not be required – for example, an asset
owner using telematics to track the location of commercial vehicles without direct consent
from the driver – and to establish protocols accordingly.
Companies looking to exploit geolocation data also need to stay informed about emerging
regulations, which often differ by country. For example, the EU recently approved new rules on
personal data protection, including usage of geolocation data. U.S. lawmakers increasingly
are introducing legislation intended to address privacy issues associated with the collection,
use, and disclosure of geolocation information. Awareness of and compliance with multiple
regulatory regimes likely will remain a necessity for companies exploring global uses for
geolocation data.
But even with the many challenges, the potential value to be unlocked from geolocation
data means it is here to stay. And, given the innovation and pace at which new use cases
are emerging, anticipating a diverse ecosystem with interactions between developers, data
aggregators, data originators, regulators, and users will prepare new market entrants for the
landscape they will need to navigate. Innovators will continue to invest in new data sources,
analytics capabilities, talent, and processes to capture new business value. Regulators will
play an increasingly important role in setting and monitoring data standards and guidelines.
The various stakeholders will need to demonstrate a commitment to uphold privacy and
security standards to engender trust among the other ecosystem players. Ultimately,
individuals will need to be better informed about how their choices and actions will shape
the development of the next generation of innovations enabled by geolocation data. 
Anshu Prasad is a partner with A.T. Kearney and leads the firm’s global Analytics Practice. He is
based in New York and can be reached at anshu.prasad@atkearney.com.
Arpita Ghosal is a consultant with A.T. Kearney Procurement and Analytic Solutions. She is
based in Gurgaon, India.
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Check out additional content on Data Informed
Find other articles like these and more at Data Informed: data-informed.com
Data Informed gives decision makers perspective on how they can apply big data concepts
and technologies to their business needs. With original insight, ideas, and advice, we also
explain the potential risks and benefits of introducing new data technology into existing
data systems. Follow us on Twitter, @data_informed.

Data Informed is the leading resource for business and
IT professionals looking for expert insight and best
practices to plan and implement their data analytics
and management strategies. Data Informed is an online
publication produced by Wellesley Information Services,
a publishing and training organization that supports
business and IT professionals worldwide. © 2017 Wellesley
Information Services.
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